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Fryslân in Asia? 
‘Bilingual’ Hong Kong from Bowring to Frisolac 

Kees Kuiken

           For Thijs Kuiken, 

           Hong Konger and global pathologist

Samenvatting (summary in Dutch)

In de jaren 1960 werd de Britse kroonkolonie Hongkong opgeschrikt door 

gewelddadige rellen. Het vuur was opgestookt door plaatselijke volgelingen van 

het Maoïstische schrikbewind in China. Niettemin rees de vraag hoe de afstand 

tussen de Britse bestuurders en de grotendeels Chinese inwoners van Hongkong 

kon worden verkleind. Vanaf de jaren 1970 werd daartoe een even pragmatisch 

als eff ectief taalbeleid ontwikkeld. Lang voor de overdracht van Hongkong aan 

China (1997) werd het Chinees naast het Engels de offi  ciële taal in Hongkong. Op 

alle bestuursniveaus verrichtten speciale taalambtenaren tolk- en vertaaldiensten. 

Kort voor de overdracht waren alle plaatselijke wetten in beide talen beschikbaar 

op het internet. Omdat Hongkong met zijn status aparte een ander rechtsbestel 

heeft dan de rest van China, werden en worden daarvoor ook nieuwe termen 

ontwikkeld. Sinds de ook in Friesland welbekende Sir John Bowring (1792-1872) 

als eerste en voorlopig enige Britse gouverneur van Hongkong de moeite nam om 

een mondje Chinees te leren, is op dit gebied dus veel verbeterd.

Na 1997 wordt van Hongkongse ambtenaren verwacht dat ze niet alleen het Engels 

en de plaatselijke spreektaal (Kantonees) kunnen communiceren, maar ook in het 

Algemeen Beschaafd Chinees (‘Mandarijns’). Voor het Kantonees geldt daarbij 

het dialect van de nabijgelegen stad Guangzhou als norm. Het taallandschap is 

echter vanouds veel complexer dan deze ambtelijke twee- of driedeling zou doen 

vermoeden. Naast ‘Standaard-Kantonees’ worden allerlei Zuidchinese streektalen 

of dialecten gesproken, zowel Kantonese als niet-Kantonese. Opmerkelijk is dat 

de golf hoogopgeleide en kapitaalkrachtige vluchtelingen die in 1949 vanuit 

Sjanghai en omgeving aankwam, vrij snel is ‘verkantoneesd’. Zij overheersten 

ook al snel de Hongkongse fi lmindustrie en hun assimilatie is goed af te lezen 

aan de ontwikkeling van de Hongkongse fi lm. Wong Kar-wai, een fi lmmaker 

van de tweede generatie, sloeg in de jaren 1990 nieuwe wegen in. In cultfi lms 

zoals Chungking Express (1994) is het een en al eclecticisme wat de klok slaat, 

zowel in de taal- en muziekkeuze als in de visuele vormgeving. Onder historici 

groeit het besef dat cultureel eclectisme een antwoord is op de veelheid aan 

indrukken die globalisering met zich meebrengt. Taalkundig uit eclecticisme zich 

bijvoorbeeld in interferentietaalgebruik en code-switching. In Hongkong is dit 
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laatste in de afgelopen twintig jaar onderzocht bij Standaard-Kantonees-taligen. 

De ‘taalmarkt’ van de voormalige kolonie Hongkong is echter even complex als 

die van het huidige Fryslân. Op het gebied van eclectische taalpraktijken is in 

beide regio’s dus nog veel moois te onderzoeken. 

1 Introduction

Sir John Bowring (1792-1872), politician, merchant and linguist, was ‘world 

famous in Fryslân’. During a visit in 1828 he met Dr Eeltje Halbertsma 

and several other leaders of the Fryske beweging (the movement for the 

emancipation of Frisian language and culture). ‘I will do my best for your 

language, your literature and your most interesting people’, he wrote to 

Halbertsma’s brother, Joost. The polyglot Bowring translated Frisian 

poems into English. His gift for languages was also well known at home. 

‘In short, the man is able to tell what o’clock in all the dialects of Babel’, 

quipped the poet Thomas Hood.1 In 1828 Bowring received an honorary 

doctorate from the University of Groningen, but this was revoked after 

he unwisely expressed his support for the Belgian rebellion of 1830. He 

was appointed British Consul to Canton in 1849 and Governor of Hong 

Kong in 1854, the fi rst such able to read Chinese. The Hong Kong British 

historian G.B. Endacott delights in mentioning that ‘Dr Bowring’ was 

still fond of his Dutch ‘degree’ during his tour of offi  ce in Hong Kong.2 

His name is memorialised locally in Bowring Street (Boling Gaai), north 

of Kowloon Park in Tsimshatsui.3

Bowring’s political legacy in Hong Kong has spawned mixed reviews. 

He was a good and liberal man who produced excellent reform schemes, 

but was unable to get them carried out. Having been president of the 

Peace Society, he yet he plunged Britain into the Second Opium War. 

Bowring sought to protect the Chinese populace and planned to give 

landholders, regardless of race, the vote for Hong Kong’s Legislative 

Council, until then non-elected. He was also concerned about public 

health and education, once writing, ‘A large population of children of 

native mothers by foreigners of all classes is beginning to ripen into a 

dangerous element out of the dunghill of neglect’.4 Some of his projects 

were realised much later by the reformist governor Christopher Patten 

(r.1992-1997), who initiated a broad legislative eff ort to strengthen 

democratic checks and balances – a move largely undone by his 

successors operating under Communist Chinese supervision. It is less 

well known that another part of Patten’s legal heritage to Hong Kong is 

not only intact but still undergoing continuous addition and updating: 

a fully bilingual corpus of statute laws and ordinances that is now also 

available on the internet.5 Had Bowring visited Fryslân and Hong Kong 

now, he might have found them to have much in common in terms of 
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bilingual policies. But how similar are they really? And how diff erent are 

the societies served by these policies? In the initial part of my essay I will 

describe the offi  cial framework supporting the policies in Hong Kong, 

conveniently assuming that most readers of this journal are familiar 

with the discourse on languages in Fryslân. In the second part, I will 

consider issues of language in Hong Kong from a societal point of view. 

2 ‘British’ Hong Kong: a century of laissez-faire

Contrary to popular belief, Hong Kong is not an island; at least, not 

economically or culturally. It has been an open city with an internationally 

orientated service economy. Its cultural climate embraces the best of 

both east and west. Yet it took a cultural revolution for British Hong 

Kong to give the Chinese languages spoken by most residents equal 

status with the offi  cial English spoken and written in government. Even 

John Bowring saw little use in making his offi  cers learn Chinese as he 

himself had. Offi  cial contacts with the Chinese-speaking communities 

were kept to a minimum and often conducted in Pidgin, a colonial 

contact language. The British Colonial Offi  ce, Bowring’s employer, had 

conveniently left in place Hong Kong’s Chinese legal institutions. In 

1858, however, Bowring warned that no legal infrastructure existed to 

make these institutions actually work.6

This laissez-faire policy was already becoming obsolete during Bowring’s 

term of offi  ce, when an infl ux of educated and wealthy immigrants from 

Canton began to change the character of what had been a traditional 

peasant society. All residents of Hong Kong were eventually brought 

under the British legal and administrative system, with English as 

sole offi  cial language.7 A separate arrangement was made in 1898 only 

when the area between the original colony and Shumchun River, plus 

some outlying islands, were leased from the Chinese Empire for 99 

years. Kowloon City would remain a legal enclave within these so-called 

‘New Territories’ (NT). NT residents would also keep legal access to 

traditional Chinese magistrate’s courts, Judge Dee-style. The ‘special 

magistrate’ in the New Territories was, as a rule, a British colonial offi  cer 

assisted by a local clerk. Thanks to the memoirs left by one of these rural 

special magistrates, Austin Coates (1922-1997), we can enjoy a taste of 

the sometimes embarrassing and often hilarious complications of such 

cross-cultural hearings.8

3 ‘Bilingual’ Hong Kong: language policies after 1949

By the time Coates (who did not himself speak Chinese) was sitting as 

a magistrate, the make up of Hong Kong’s immigrant society was once 

again changing. On 1st October 1949, Communist Party chairman Mao 
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Zedong proclaimed the Chinese People’s Republic. Over the subsequent 

decade ‘capitalist’ refugees from Shanghai, China’s commercial and 

industrial metropolis, replaced the Cantonese as Hong Kong’s leading 

business elite. At the same time, Hong Kong itself became a target of 

Communist agitation and propaganda. Even in Coates’ own rural district, 

a so-called ‘Planters’ Association’ would raise its voice at the slightest 

hunch of class justice. Under the infl uence of the Great Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution of the 1960s, these demonstrations became more 

extreme; disturbances in 1967 killed ten Hong Kong policemen and 41 

civilians, another fi fteen died in bomb attacks. Although the offi  cial 

Annual Report of 1968 blamed Mainland Communist agitators for these 

events, the colonial government was itself drawing increasing criticism. 

A common opinion was that ‘continuing poor social […] conditions, and 

the impression that government was remote [and] uncaring […] were 

probably the real causes’.9   

 It is to the credit of Governor Sir David Trench (r.1964-1971) that Hong 

Kong, unlike, for instance, Singapore, did not become a police state. 

Instead, care was taken that the common people gained better access to 

all branches of government. Between 1971 and 1975 District Committees 

were set up in urban areas (in some NT villages operating under a 

diff erent name), to be replaced between 1981 and 1985 by elected District 

Boards. Sir David also installed a commission to consider wider use 

of the Chinese language in government. Little changed until another 

wave of unrest broke out in 1971. By then Hong Kong already had two 

universities: the University of Hong Kong and the Chinese University of 

Hong Kong. The new generation of protesters came largely from these 

universities, and bilingualism became one of their key issues. In 1972 

it was agreed that speeches to the Legislative Council could be made in 

either English or Cantonese.

In 1974 Hong Kong’s bilingualism was fi nally enshrined in the Offi  cial 

Languages Ordinance, declaring English and Chinese to be ‘the offi  cial 

languages of Hong Kong for the purposes of communication between 

the Government or any public offi  cer and members of the public and 

for court  proceedings’. The offi  cial languages ‘possess equal status and 

[…] enjoy equality of use for the purposes set out in [the ordinance]’. 

Since 1974 most government offi  ces have employed ‘Chinese Language 

Offi  cers’ to make documents available in Chinese as well as in English, 

and to act as interpreters in interlingual encounters between citizens and 

government offi  cials. I saw a Chinese Language Offi  cer at work during 

my fi rst stay in Hong Kong in January 1981. In his Spartan-looking 

rural District Offi  ce he was helping an old lady to make an affi  davit. She 
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was born in Mainland China and spoke a local dialect, not Standard 

Cantonese, Mandarin or English. The affi  davit was hammered out on 

a Chinese typewriter that weighed almost a ton, as I discovered when 

bringing one home for my own offi  ce. 

4 Language policies before and after the hand-over

In 1985, twelve years before expiry of Britain’s lease on Hong Kong’s New 

Territories, it was agreed that not only these rapidly urbanising rural 

districts, but in fact the entire British Crown Colony should revert to 

Chinese rule in 1997. During the decade leading up to the hand-over 

it became Hong Kong’s offi  cial policy to develop a civil service which 

would work effi  ciently in Chinese and English and be conversant in 

spoken Cantonese, English and Mandarin Chinese. Steps were also 

taken to ensure that Hong Kong would convert to Mainland rule 

equipped with a fully bilingual legal corpus. The fi rst new ordinance of 

which the Chinese and English versions appeared simultaneously was 

the Securities and Futures Commission Ordinance of 1989. The Law Drafting 

Division of the Attorney General’s Chambers (now the Department of 

Justice) managed to complete the entire bilingual corpus in May 1997, 

weeks before the hand-over ceremony and belying pessimist forecasts 

that it would be decades before all laws were available in both offi  cial 

languages.10 The Law Drafting Division has also launched the Bilingual 

Laws Information System (BLIS), a searchable electronic database of 

these laws in English and two diff erent versions of Chinese characters 

(traditional and simplifi ed).11 As Secretary for Justice Elsie Leung noted in 

1998, the completion of the law translation programme was a milestone, 

yet ‘the operation of the bilingual system require[d] the extensive use 

of Chinese as a working language of the Law’. The Secretary welcomed 

publication of a comprehensive glossary of legal terms (the fi rst edition 

of which appeared in 1995) as ‘timely support’ for the development of a 

bilingual legal system.12 How this development is proceeding politically 
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may be deduced from a paper that came before the Legislative Council 

House Committee meeting of 5th October 2007. Under the Offi  cial 

Languages Ordinance, the Secretary for Justice may authorise the Law 

Draftsman to alter the text of an ordinance in one offi  cial language 

to achieve consistency between Chinese and English versions. In this 

case, the Secretary had ordered that the various Chinese equivalents 

of the English term ‘advocate’ should all be substituted by a newly 

coined Chinese chungbinyan. Yet the House Subcommittee on Offi  cial 

Languages felt that ‘instead of making mechanical alterations [,] the 

Administration should ensure that […] users share the understanding of 

the meaning of the term’. As no public consultations had been conducted 

on the proposed alterations, the Administration ‘should seek the views 

of the relevant stakeholders’. The Secretary swiftly agreed to report the 

outcomes of that enquiry to the next Council meeting, but also advised 

the committee that the proposed neologism was already widely in use on 

the internet.13

To an English speaker the term ‘advocate’ appears pragmatically to cover 

all kinds of attorney, solicitor, barrister and other lawyers operating 

under several legal systems in the Anglo-Saxon world. Why the Chinese 

chungbinyan does not even appear in comprehensive dictionaries from 

Mainland China becomes obvious when it is literally translated: ‘suer 

(and) defender’.14 In Mainland China, as in continental Europe, an 

‘advocate’ in court always acts for the defence, while under Anglo-Saxon 

law (s)he may also act for the prosecution. Under the Basic Law, Hong 

Kong’s status aparte includes preservation of its Anglo-Saxon legal system 

for at least fi fty years from 1997. This ‘one country, two systems’ rule is 

now slowly taking root in the legal language. The political pressure on 

the Administration, on the other hand, appears to have set a precedent 

for the time when a change of terminology will be inspired not by 

pragmatism but rather determined by Mainland ideologies. 

5 The offi  cial framework in retrospect

This precedent has symbolic value in pointing out that, in the absence of 

full representative democracy, Hong Kongers now demand a say in the 

way their laws work, or at least in the way legal concepts are formulated. 

It also illustrates how subsequent Hong Kong governments have dealt 

with issues of language in a rather pragmatic manner, with almost 

no ideological under- or overtones. This is of course not to deny that 

there are signifi cant political aspects. At all times and in all countries, 

provinces and regions, including ‘special administrative regions’ such 

as Hong Kong, language policies have been designed to respond to 

social and political challenges, from shifting elite to regime change. 
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Similar factors appear to have aff ected the development of an offi  cial 

language policy in Fryslân. Bowring’s Frisian friends were not only 

academics but also members of a new regional elite. The more Fryslân 

became integrated into national political developments, the stronger 

they felt the need for a new Frisian identity. As their ‘Frisian movement’ 

broadened, so the focus shifted from scholarly research into Fryslân’s 

past to the further development of the Frisian language, initially as a 

literary medium. The rise of these new elite and sub-elite has formed the 

substrate for the eventual acceptance of Frisian as an offi  cial language. 

The Frisian movement of the nineteenth century was not exactly a 

grassroots movement, but it was in some sense driven from the inside. 

On the other hand, external developments have been seminal in the 

formation of language policies in Hong Kong, a territory that has not 

only one of the world’s most open economies but has also been tied 

hand and foot to political and social developments inside the People’s 

Republic. ‘Whenever the Mainland sneezes, Hong Kong catches a cold’ 

(or worse, if we consider avian fl u and SARS). Language policy in Hong 

Kong is, after all, a local matter, but the impetus for change came from a 

revolution in Mainland China. 

6 Hong Kong: a complex linguistic market

In political discourse, government is often set against the market. In 

the 1980s French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu developed the theory that 

bits of spoken or written language function not only as a marker of 

national identity or social class but also serve in transactions producing 

or accumulating social or symbolic capital. The competitive fi eld in 

which such linguistic transactions take place is aptly called a ‘linguistic 

market’.15 Anthropologist Phillip Mar fi nds Hong Kong’s bilingual 

environment a particularly complicated linguistic market. Bilingualism 

in a country or region is rarely symmetrical and unproblematic: it ‘implies 

complex overlapping relations between languages which are shared, but 

not equally valued’. In Hong Kong, Mar continues, ‘segmentation of the 

linguistic fi eld between colonisers (English) and colonised (Cantonese) 

has become more blurred and complex from the late British colonial 

period, the hand-over to China and beyond’.16

Even the term ‘bilingual’ is a simplifi cation. Long before Britain took 

over, Hong Kong (then San On) was a rural county in China’s Deep 

South, ‘sparsely populated and harassed by marauding pirates and land-

based ruffi  ans’.17 In 1819 there were 1,351 hamlets in San On County, 1,125 

inhabited by ‘natives’ (punti), and 226 by families recently immigrated 

from Central China (hakka), who had (and have) retained their own 

language. In addition, there was a fl oating population of boat-dwelling 
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fi shermen (tanka), of which a minority (called hoklo) appeared to be from 

an adjacent province and whose mother tongue (Hokkian) diff ered from 

any of the above.18

All these languages, Punti (an umbrella term for diff erent Cantonese 

dialects), Hakka, Tanka and Hokkian, are members of the Sinitic 

subfamily of languages, of which the so-called Mandarin variant of 

Northern Chinese was spoken by imperial offi  cials in the capital town 

of San On. So that even then the linguistic market was already quite 

complex. Yet their common script, one relatively independent of the 

spoken language, facilitated communication among speakers of these 

various brands of ‘Chinese’. Mandarin, for long the upper-class language 

par excellence, has deeply infl uenced these other languages, to the degree 

that a question arises as to how much non-Sinitic substrata they may 

once have contained. Cantonese, for instance, appears to have a Thai 

substratum, and to some ears the music of the boat-dwellers may sound 

Polynesian.19

After 1841, when Hong Kong became a British colony, the linguistic 

landscape changed. English replaced (Mandarin) Chinese as the offi  cial 

language, and the infl ux of a business elite from Canton helped, at the 

cost of rural variants of Cantonese and Hakka, to make the dialect of that 

city the dominant spoken form of Chinese. To date, the former is still 

considered ‘Standard Cantonese’, while the latter are termed heunghawa 

(‘rustic’). The post-1949 wave of immigrant ‘Shanghailanders’ made little 

diff erence. Their children went to primary schools that used Standard 

Cantonese as medium for teaching, and often on to secondary schools 

employing the English language. No eff orts were made to maintain a 

Shanghai identity, although Shanghai was spoken in some families. 

With the cantonisation of the Shanghailanders, who soon owned the 

local fi lm industry, came cantonisation of the Hong Kong movie. In 

local cinemas Mandarin lost ground to Cantonese. At the same time, 

fi lm settings also changed. During the 1950s most were still evoking 

pre-1949 Shanghai; in the 1960s Hong Kong itself became the backdrop, 

pictured ‘not as a place of exile but a destination to put down roots. […] 

While the Shanghainese attempted to build a Shanghai in Hong Kong, 

Hong Kong […] assimilated the Shanghainese’.20

7 The rise of Standard Cantonese

Around this time, Hong Kong’s second or ‘Chinese’ university was 

established. The title ‘Chinese’ (Jongman) does not refer to race but to 

the language (i.e. Standard Cantonese) primarily used in teaching at 

this institution. ‘Chinese U’ was born out of a merger of three colleges 

originally founded and funded by private initiative. In 1986 came the 
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addition of a fourth college, paid by and named after ‘Shanghailander’ 

movie tycoon Run Run Shaw. With its tremendous symbolic value, 

Chinese University has done much for the emancipation of Standard 

Cantonese as a language of culture and learning. Together with a handful 

of other colleges and polytechnics (most by now also holding university 

status), it has been instrumental in the formation of a Chinese middle 

class. 

In these circles it is now deemed ‘civil’ (siman) to speak Standard 

Cantonese. Fluency in English (and also increasingly in Mandarin, 

usually designated by its offi  cial Mainland name potungwa, or ‘common 

speech’) is appreciated, but the rules for code switching between 

Chinese and English are fairly complex.21 On the other hand, it is now 

quite ‘cool’ to read and write a Chinese that is clearly recognisable as 

Cantonese. The Chinese script, with a diff erent character for every 

single word, regardless of its pronunciation, does not invite regional 

variance. Mandarin is indeed the international standard for written 

Chinese, both syntactically and lexicographically. In order to write 

genuine Cantonese, special characters need to be created for every word 

that is not the same morpheme pronounced diff erently in Mandarin 

and Cantonese (cf. the British and American pronunciations of ‘tomato’) 

but has a diff erent derivation than the Mandarin equivalent (cf. British 

‘lift’ versus American ‘elevator’). There are now dozens of such ‘special’ 

Cantonese characters in use, allowing the writing of a form of Chinese 

that not only follows the syntax of Standard Cantonese but also renders 

its lexicographic peculiarities. This written Cantonese is found in several 

newspapers and popular magazines - but not in so-called Cantopop 

lyrics. The latter are always written in Mandarin, yet performed with 

each character pronounced in Cantonese. 

8 Eclectic realities

A complex linguistic market indeed: much too complex to be described 

as ‘bilingual’ or even ‘trilingual’. The impact of the 1997 hand-over on 

linguistic behaviour would appear to have been limited. Phillip Mar 

concludes that ‘Hong Kong popular culture, in the form of fi lms and pop 

music, has used Cantonese to assert a Hong Kong Chinese modernism 

distinct from the state-directed modernism of the People’s Republic 

of China’. But he also expresses doubts as to whether this ‘regional 

modernism’ will remain distinct from emergent popular culture arriving 

in post-hand-over Hong Kong from the Mainland. He already sees ‘local 

pop singers and fi lmmakers shifting to Mandarin-medium production 

to capture the larger market in the PRC’.22 On the other hand, a rather 

complex Hong Kong Cantonese identity is being celebrated the cult 
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fi lms of Hong Kong directors such as Wong Kar-wai. Wong’s Chungking 

Express (1994) is a metaphor for the polyvalence of symbols in modern 

Hong Kong, juxtaposing life in a labyrinthine shopping mall with the 

‘California dream’ of the leading lady, who wants to be a fl ight attendant. 

It shows ‘eclecticism and heterogeneity that combines ‘[…] east and west, 

the local and the global, the literary and the cinematic [,] reaching back 

into the repertoire of old conventions and genres. All of this makes Wong 

a typical Hong Kong director’.23 The soundtrack of Chungking Express 

underscores these eclectic tendencies. A Cantopop version of Dreams is 

juxtaposed with Bollywood ballads and the original California Dreamin’, 

and a chop suey of Chinese and foreign tongues is spoken in this babelish 

labyrinth.

In Hong Kong popular wisdom has it that everyone is an immigrant. 

Wong Kar-wai is one. Born in Shanghai, he came to Hong Kong with 

his parents in 1963, the year the Chinese University was founded. His 

post-1997 work is full of nostalgic references, both iconic and musical, to 

the Shanghai he once knew. While in 1994 Wong was shooting Chungking 

Express, another colourful local, David Tang, opened a post-modern 

fashion chain named Shanghai Tang. Very soon his brightly coloured silk 

Mao-jackets and Shanghai dresses became a cult among Hong Kong’s 

Chinese yuppies. Tang, himself not a Shanghailander but the son of a very 

old and rich punti family, said he wished to ‘rejuvenate Chinese fashion’, 

not to create some ‘east-meets-west’ feeling. Incidentally, the connection 

between the name Shanghai Tang and Shanghai is only tenuous; it is a 

pun on the title of a Cantopop song of the 1980s, theme tune to a popular 

local TV series situated in pre-war Shanghai. I remember hearing it every 

night in January 1981, on my late walks back from the city to my cottage 

in an NT Hakka village. The series actually established Shanghai as a 

historical metaphor for post-war Hong Kong, with its new groupings 

of social elite: an international business community coexisting with 

Chinese nouveaux-riches. The television dialogues were in Cantonese, 

yet my rustic neighbours would comment on them in Hakka. ‘All the 

dialects of Babel’; Sir John Bowring would have found much to study here 

had he chosen to live in a ‘simple’ peasant village rather than inhabit the 

remoteness of his stately mansion. To him and his successors, all that 

was spoken beyond the gates of Government House was merely ‘Chinese’. 

Those who cared to learn the diff erences were, as a rule, not policy- 

makers but preachers. Up until the present day, many Hong Kongers 

belong to Christian congregations, of which a few dozen denominations 

are fl ourishing. No wonder one of the fi rst questions I was asked when 

I fi rst began practising my Cantonese, was ‘Nei m-hai gaausi ma?’ (Aren’t 

you a missionary?) Such experience confi rms what Bourdieu and Mar 
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tell us, that language and social identity are part of a complex, mulit-

dimensional market.

9 In praise of eclecticism

This essay was written on the threshold of 2008, the European Year of 

Intercultural Dialogue, for a special issue of It Beaken presenting Frisian 

culture within the broader context of globalisation and simultaneous 

localisation. For this dynamic and extremely complex process, post-

modern scholarship has coined the term ‘glocalisation’.24 The basic 

idea is that the processes of globalisation and localisation are not 

mutually exclusive, but rather interdependent. Open societies do not 

simply ‘globalise’ or ‘westernise’; their openness actually facilitates the 

development of local cultures and identities. It would be very wrong, for 

instance, to call Hong Kong a ‘westernised city’, as it would be wrong 

to claim her as a ‘typically’ Chinese metropolis or a typical ‘Asian tiger’ 

driven by a cocktail of ‘Asian values’.25 What is happening in Hong Kong 

is indeed dynamic and complex, but is it also new? Would, for instance, 

Sir John Bowring recognise Hong Kong and Fryslân were he to revisit 

them in 2008? I think he would, because Sir John himself was the 

product of a globalising culture with a very strong sense of local values. 

Of course, the imperialistic culture of Bowring’s day was an elitist, and 

not like ours a mass culture. In globalising societies like his and our 

own, cultural choices are overwhelming. In Bowring’s day a favoured 

strategy for coping with an embarrassing array of cultural choices was 

what is today called ‘eclecticism’. From the Great Exhibition of the Industry 

of All Nations (London 1851) to the music of Mahler, eclecticism, or as 

some might call it ‘bourgeois exhibitionism’, runs like a red thread 

through late nineteenth-century European culture. 

Eclecticism was indeed more than a monumental style for such 

cosmopolitan structures as grand hotels and railway stations: it was 

a mentality. In spite of its international orientation, eclecticism also 

became the medium of cultivation for a wide variety of emerging local 

and regional identities.26 Now that globalisation is expanding into mass 

culture, eclecticism is making a comeback. Wong Kar-wai’s Chungking 

Express off ers eclectic imagery of Hong Kong as a glocal city.27 Eclecticism 

is becoming the universal language of a new glocal culture. It would 

appear natural that languages keep pace in becoming more eclectic too. 

Linguists are already investigating such interesting phenomena as code 

switching in relation to these developments.28

How glocal is Frisian culture in comparison with Wong Kar-wai’s Hong 

Kong? Are they comparable at all? I think they are. Although the extent 

of urbanisation is much more visible in Hong Kong than in Fryslân, 
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even Fryslân has long ceased to be a typical rural society. Already by the 

late 1960s some local politicians foresaw her development as part of a 

‘metropolitan environment’. At the same time, the rise of a new political 

party with a combined agenda of ‘Green’ and Frisian ambitions showed 

that the traditional ‘Jeff ersonian idyll’ also had a following in Fryslân.29 

It must rather be said, ‘has had a following’, for this glocal paradox 

survives to date. Although many Frisians still prefer to see themselves 

as fi rmly rooted in a traditional agrarian culture, most actually live in 

an urban setting.30 The prime diff erence with Hong Kong appears in 

the very diff ering self-image of the Frisian and Hong Konger. In Hong 

Kong the term ‘siman’ carries an undeniable connotation of ‘urbane’; in 

Fryslân, ‘Frysk’ is strongly associated with agrarian traditions. A social 

economist studying Fryslân and Hong Kong today would, however, see 

two very open, largely export-oriented economies, each with a highly-

skilled workforce and both operating most effi  ciently within a cultural 

environment facilitating linguistic diversity. In Hong Kong, English-

Cantonese-Mandarin trilinguality is the offi  cial standard, in Fryslân 

Frisian-Dutch bilinguality. 

If we look beyond such offi  cial simplifi cations to the actual linguistic 

markets, the similarities are even more compelling. Among Hong Kong 

Chinese speakers, Standard Cantonese coexists on the one hand with 

at least a handful of other Southern Chinese languages, and English 

(sometimes in a compound form jokingly called ‘Chinglish’) on the other. 

There is much in these complex markets that requires further study. 

Code switching, for instance, has been mainly observed among speakers 

of Standard Cantonese. This means that the degree of eclecticism among 

speakers of Hakka and other Southern languages is still largely unknown. 

As a linguistic market, Fryslân appears hardly less complicated. In spite 

of the active promotion of Standard Frisian in elementary schools, only a 
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 Figure 2:

  The comic strip Lily Wong spoofs code-switching in Hong Kong 

(www.lilywong.net, courtesy Larry Feign)
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few thousand of the more than 300,000 inhabitants claiming some form 

of Frisian as their native language can actually write Standard Frisian. 

Apparently, the vast majority of these Frisian speakers communicate in 

some form of Eclectic Frisian (Interferensjefrysk).31 The market is further 

enriched by several Frisian language approximations. Among these 

may be enumerated Urban Frisian (spoken in a dozen towns across the 

province), Bildt Frisian (a contact language spoken by a few thousand 

residents of Northwest Fryslân, as well as by the current vice-governor), 

and Stellingwarfs (actually a form of Lower Saxon).32 Recent waves of 

immigration make it diffi  cult to estimate the number of non-Frisian, 

and even non-European, tongues now spoken in Fryslân (many outside 

the public sphere); it is equally hard to assess their potential eff ect on 

native Frisian-speakers.33 

In the current discourse on Frisian identity, conducted locally with 

a passion that is often formidable, it has been claimed that ‘the 

homogeneously Frisian-speaking countryside is the substrate of Frisian 

culture’. In my own experience, however, there is nothing homogeneous 

about the Frisian countryside, not even linguistically. In this it diff ers 

not at all from the Hong Kong countryside, or from Hong Kong as a 

whole. Yet the self-image of most Hong Kongers, in spite of their 

linguistic diversity, is one of cultural coherence. Even the favourite term 

denoting civility, siman, in Classical Chinese literally means ‘this culture 

of ours’: the old culture of the Chinese imperial court, represented by 

urbane mandarins in such southern outposts as Hong Kong. No matter 

how eclectic, diverse and glocal Hong Kong is in reality, this mantra 

maintains a sense of self, or rather ‘ours’. Within the context of Hong 

Kong’s cultural-emotional economy, language is no longer an issue. 

The language mandarins have done their job and every citizen now has 

access to the public sphere in one or more languages.

But even if mandarins no longer matter, mantras still do. Like other icons 

and idols of glocal culture, mantras help create a sense of belonging or, 

if you wish, ‘homogeneity’. It is my personal belief that mandarins and 

mantras do not always go well together. I even suspect that the eclectic 

and diverse glocal culture of Hong Kong fl ourishes precisely because 

there is no offi  cial policy on what is ‘properly Hong Kong’. Could it 

perhaps also be that Frisian culture will, in all her eclectic and glocal 

diversity, be better off  once we stop worrying about what is ‘properly 

Frisian’? Why not indeed let Frisians switch codes and speak Eclectic 

Frisian as they see fi t, while we try to make their access to historical 

idols, icons and mantras as easy as possible? Creating new mantras also 

helps. The mantras of the glocal era begin with ‘www’. These days, www.

tresoar.nl and www.wumkes.nl are revealing Fryslân’s cultural heritage 
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to all and sundry.34 As for diversity and glocalism, Frisian products have 

long been exported all over the world. Last time around in Hong Kong, 

I noticed Meisolok (‘lovely diet bliss’), the Cantonese brand name for the 

local market leader in infant milk formula, known internationally as 

Frisolac. Its manufacturer, Friesland Foods of Leeuwarden, also supplies 

Black & White condensed milk to 1,350 local teahouses.35 Can one do 

more? Immigrants brought to Fryslân fi ve hundred years ago what is 

now perceived as a Frisian game par excellence: fi ves, or hand-tennis.36 

Friesland Foods is not among the sponsors of the Hong Kong Rugby 

Sevens; might the company instead take the initiative for the fi rst Frisolac 

Fives? 
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Notes

1 Bowring, Brieven; Haantjes, (1930); Kalma, (1960); Jensma, (1998); Breuker, (2001); cf. 

Van der Schaaf, (1977: 54-57). Met dank aan prof. dr. G.Th. Jensma.

2 Endacott (1973: 87-88). 

3 Cantonese names are transcribed following Lau, Dictionary, unless an offi  cial 

transcription (not italicised here) has precedence. 

4 Endacott (1973: 94-95). 

5 http://www.legislation.gov.hk.

6 J. Bowring to H. Stanley, 18 May 1858, quoted in Ting (2003: 89).

7 Ting (2003: 91).

8 Coates (1968).

9 Davis and Roberts (1990: 114).

10 Davis and Roberts (1990: 55).

11 http://www.legislation.gov.hk.

12 Foreword to Department of Justice, Glossary iii.

13 LC Paper No. CB(2)2763/06-07, published on http://legco.gov.hk.

14 Ngan and Mok (1997: 381), in voce ‘advocate’ has chunmo lutsi (‘prosecution lawyer’).

15 Bourdieu (1991).

16 Mar (2002: 130).

17 Quoted from the cover text of Ng (1983).

18 Ng (1983: 26, 31-36).

19 The Hong Kong Museum of History has a recording of a beautiful Tanka lullaby. Its 

precise origin is unknown to the present staff . 

20 Teo (2005: 10-11).

21 Lin (1996: 68). ‘Pretentious’ (daai-baan) code switching is also lampooned in local 

comic strips (see e.g. www.lilywong.net).

22 Mar (2002: 136).

23 Teo (2005: 9).

24 See on the origins of the term ‘glocalisation’ the essay by R. Robertson in Featherstone  

(1995).

25 On the fi ction of ‘Asian values’, for instance, Patten (1998).

26 These and other ideas on eclecticism were discussed at a conference in Louvain 

in 2005, the papers of which are awaiting publication in J. de Maeyer (ed.), Cultural 

Fryslân in Asia? ‘Bilingual’ Hong Kong from Bowring to Frisolac
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identities, world views and architecture in Western Europe 1815-1940: the sources of regionalism 

(Louvain).

27 Zhang (2002: 263-266).

28 E.g. Lin (1996).

29 I refer respectively to the fi rst provincial election programmes of the local Democraten 

‘66 chapter and the Frysk Nasjonale Party.

30 I am elaborating this paradox between self-image and social dynamics in a case study 

on a late nineteenth-century family of entrepreneurs whose lifestyle was nothing 

short of grand bourgeois, yet cultivated a self-image of ‘Frisian peasantry’ (see e.g. 

also Botke (2002)).

31 P. Breuker in Munske (2001: 122-123). Later surveys such as Gorter and Jonkman, 

Taal, project a rather more fl attering picture. In a ‘quick scan’ commissioned by the 

provincial government in 2007, most respondents claimed to understand Frisian 

and 46% claimed a good reading ability in Frisian. Almost ¾ identifi ed themselves 

as Frisian speakers and less than 10% claimed good writing skills (Provincie, 

Taalatlas 1.1.). The ‘scan’ did not discriminate between Standard and Eclectic Frisian 

(respondents were only asked to rate their active and passive Frisian language skills 

as ‘(very) good’, ‘quite decent’ or ‘poor/ non-existent’) and did not account for socially 

desirable answers.

32 Provincie, Taalatlas 1.4. gives fi gures for self-professed native speakers of Bildt Frisian 

and Stellingwarfs, but ignores Urban Frisian.

33 Extra and Gorter (2007) recently found at least sixty diff erent immigrant languages 

spoken in the Frisian provincial capital.

34 www.tresoar.nl is largely accessible in English, Dutch and Frisian, www.wumkes.nl 

to date has a Dutch version only. 

35 www.frieslandfoods.com/en/consumerproducts/businessunits/Pages/HongKong.

aspx (in English); www.friso.com.hk (in Cantonese).  

36 Breuker (2004).
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